
More FUNctions

Lecture 18

“Conjunction Junction”

VSCode: Open Project -> View Terminal -> npm run pull -> npm start



Announcements

• Tutoring tonight 6-8PM in FB007

• PS05 – March Madness
• Part 0 due 3/4

• Part 1 due 3/6

• No new problem sets until after Spring Break!!!

• Office hours close at 3:30 on 3/8



Warmup: What is printed?
import { print } from "introcs";

export let main = async () => {

let x = "or";
let y = "but";
let z = "and";

let result: string = conjunctionFunction(z, y, x);
print(result);

};

let conjunctionFunction = (a: string, b: string, c: string): string => {
return a + " " + b + " " + c;

};

main();



Parameters and Arguments



Introducing Parameters

• Parameters allow functions to 
require additional pieces of 
information in order to be called

• Parameters are specified within 
the parenthesis of function 
definition

• Parameters look a lot like variable 
declarations... because they are!

• Parameters are local variables to 
the function. Their names are 
scoped inside of the function 
body's block.

// Function Definition
let max = (x: number, y: number): number => {

if (x > y) {
return x;

} else {
return y;

}
};

Example

// Function Definition
let <name> = (<parameters>): <returnT> => {

<statements>
};

General Form



What effect does declaring parameters have?

• When a function declares parameters, it is declaring: 
"you must give me these extra pieces of information in order to call me"

• The function definition on the left says: 
"in order to call max, you must give me two number values"

• In the usage to the right, when we call max, we must give it two number values.

Function Call Usage

max(3, 4);// Function Definition
let max = (x: number, y: number): number => {

if (x > y) {
return x;

} else {
return y;

}
};

Function Definition

Incorrect Function Call Usage

max(3, 4, 50);

Incorrect Function Call Usage

max(3);



Parameters vs Arguments

• Arguments are the values we 
assign to parameters

• The type of the arguments 
must match the types of the 
parameters

• We couldn't write 
max("oh","no");

max(3, 4);

These are arguments.

// Function Definition
let max = (x: number, y: number): number => {

if (x > y) {
return x;

} else {
return y;

}
};

Example

These are parameters.



// Function Definition
let max = (x: number, y: number): number => {

if (x > y) {
return x;

} else {
return y;

}
};

Parameter Passing: Step-by-Step (1 / 3)

1. When a function is 
called…
a. A "bookmark" is 

dropped at this place in 
code. We'll come back!

b. The processor finds the 
function definition with 
the same name.

c. Error if no match is 
found!

max(8, 9);

Notice the argument 
matches the parameters in 

type (number) and count (2)!



// Function Definition
let max = (x: number, y: number): number => {

x = 8;
y = 9;
if (x > y) {

return x;
} else {

return y;
}

};

Parameter Passing: Step-by-Step (2 / 3)

2. Argument values are assigned to parameters
a. This happens invisibly when the code is running. 

You will never see the lines to the right.

b. However, each time a call happens, the processor 
assigns each argument value to its parameter.

c. This is called "parameter passing" because we are 
copying arguments from one point in code into
another function's block.

max(8, 9);



// Function Definition
let max = (x: number, y: number): number => {

x = 8;
y = 9;
if (x > y) {

return x;
} else {

return y;
}

};

Parameter Passing: Step-by-Step (3 / 3)

max(8, 9);

3. Finally, the processor then jumps into the 
function and continues onto the first line of 
the function body block



1. What is returned by calling g(g(2) + g(1))

let g = (y: number): number => {

return 2 * (y + 1);

};

pollev.com/comp101unc



Code Read

• When explaining a function, try to answer these three questions:

1. What are its parameters, if any?
2. What kind of data type does it return?
3. What does it do?

• Pair up with a neighbor and play Rock-Paper-Scissors

• The winner should read and explain the hypePhrases function

• The !winner should read and explain the randomElementIn function

• Check-in on pollev.com/comp101unc when complete



Follow-Along: Calling Functions

• Considering the function definitions, how can we use these two 
functions from the main function in order to get a random phrase?

let phrases: string[] = hypePhrases();
let phrase: string = randomElementIn(phrases);
print(phrase);



The function as a Black Box

• Once a function is correctly implemented, we 
can think of it as a "black box"

• We do not need to know or see what happens 
inside of the black box... 
that's magic

• All we need to know is:
1. What inputs does it need?
2. What does it return back to us?

(Or what effect does it have if void?)

function

Input Requirement 
(parameters)

Return Type



The function
as a Black Box

function

Function 
Call

Arguments (inputs)

Return Value

Input Requirements 
(parameters)

Return Type



The function
as a Black Box

function

Function 
Call

Arguments (inputs)

Return Value

Input Requirements 
(parameters)

Return Type

let square = (x: number): number => {
return x ** 2;
};



2. What is the output?

let f = (): number => {
print("f");
return 3;

};

export let main = async () => {
let x: number = h(3);
print("main");
print(x);

};

let h = (n: number): number => {
print("h");
return n + f();

};

main();

pollev.com/comp101unc



Hands-on: Counting Threes
• Open lec18 / 01-three-count-app.ts

• The countThrees function has a problem! All it currently does is print out each element 
in an array and return 0.

• It should print nothing and return the number of 3s in the array.

Your tasks:

1. Declare a variable in the countThrees function, before the for loop, to keep a count.

2. In the for loop, remove the print and write an if-then statement. IF the current element 
in the array is equal to 3, THEN add one to your counting variable.

3. Return your counting variable.

• Done? Check-in at pollev.com/comp101unc! Then try changing your input array in the 
main function.



let countThrees = (numbers: number[]): number => {
let count = 0;

for (let i = 0; i < numbers.length; i++) {
if (numbers[i] === 3) {

count++;
}

}
return count;

};



3. Fill in the blanks so that this is a correct program.

export let main = async () => {
let a: string = "hello";
let b: number = f(a);
print(b);

};

let f = (x: __________): ________ => {
/* Elided */

};

main();

pollev.com/comp101unc


